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Abstract—Localization of objects within space is a common
problem in WSN research. Besides the location estimation itself,
wireless communication is a central aspect within such systems.

We present the novel HashSlot method for assured and
collision-free transmission of radio packets from multiple sources
to a common destination within a constant and predictable time.
Due to self-organization, our approach needs no prior active
coordination between sensor nodes and offers various techniques
like selectable quality of service levels to dynamically limit
the number of returned information during runtime. Thereby,
precision and speed of the localization process can be adjusted,
fault tolerance can be achieved and energy consumption will
be reduced. This paper describes theory and application of the
HashSlot method within a real WSN based localization system.

Index Terms—localization, self organization, service deploy-
ment, wireless communication, dynamic TDMA

I. INTRODUCTION

Many applications depend on precise knowledge about the

spatial location of various (mobile) objects in space. For

example, the tracking of mobile vehicles within an industrial

environment is a common scenario. Where large scale systems

like GPS or Galileo [1] are designed for coarse outdoor

navigation, WSN based localization systems are optimal for

indoor application as they allow easy deployment and achieve

a much higher precision. Indeed several indoor localization

systems optimized for different requirements are available,

e.g. Active Bat [2], AHLoS [3], Cricket [4], [5], Dolphin [6]

and SNOW BAT [7]. Some of them are partially presented by

Tseng at al. in [8] and Bulusu in [9]. These systems require

a pre-installed infrastructure of static sensor nodes (anchors)

for localizing mobile sensor nodes (clients) mounted on the

objects to be observed. A common approach is to measure

distances or angles between a client and several anchors

and to apply location estimation algorithms on the obtained

information.

This paper addresses the problem of efficient communica-

tion between mobile and anchor nodes within such systems.

The HashSlot method is optimized for application within

localization systems as it adopts to environmental factors like

the geometry of the observed room, the anchors’ positions and

the usage of prior localization results for further optimizations.

Additionally, it allows anchors to detect very early if they

are not demanded for localization. In this case, the distance

measurement can be omitted entirely to save energy and to be

available for other mobile nodes.

To support the considerations within this paper, we’ll refer

to the SNOW BAT system [7] based on the SNOW5 sensor

nodes [10] with TI’s MSP430 MCU [11] as a fully imple-

mented testbed was available for research.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS OF THE SNOW BAT SYSTEM

The SNOW BAT system is designed for reliable, fast and

precise 2D/3D localization and tracking of mobile objects. It

uses ultrasonic (US) ranging for distance measurement and an

elaborated heuristic for location estimation with a precision of

4 mm per dimension.

The basic idea is to deploy static sensor nodes within the

monitored environment and to mount mobile sensor nodes on

the objects under surveillance. The clients carry US trans-

mitters and send US signals to the anchors which carry US

receivers. Since SNOW BAT is a completely wireless (loosely

coupled) system, radio is used for all communication tasks,

even for synchronization. The localization process as shown

in Fig. 1 designates SNOW BAT as a decentralized system of

four stages: (1.) combined initiation/synchronization via radio

(CAV, Chirp Allocation Vector), (2.) distance computation via

measurement of TDoA (Time Difference of Arrival) between

radio and ultrasound chirp, (3.) return of measured distances

via radio (DV, Distance Vector) from the anchors to the client

and (4.) location estimation.

Localization always relies on measuring the distances be-

tween a client and some anchors. This is done simultaneously

for all anchors in the client’s US range. For most position

estimation algorithms in dim-dimensional space, at least m ≥
1+dim distances respectively anchors are required. Overesti-

mating this system commonly yields increased precision and

fault tolerance with each additionally measured distance and is

also supported by SNOW BAT. HashSlot addresses this special

fact adequately by allowing an adjustment of the amount of

returned information dynamically at runtime to tune speed and

precision. Another feature of SNOW BAT is its ability to track

several mobile objects simultaneously. Therefore, the localiza-

tion process can be initiated individually by each mobile node

just when required. This grants additional autonomy to the

clients but raises difficulties in maintaining a high localization

frequency. The applied wireless protocol in combination with

HashSlot significantly enhances the scalability of the overall

system regarding the number of simultaneously supported

mobile nodes, localization frequency and power consumption.
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Fig. 1. The SNOW BAT localization process

A. Scalability and communication protocol

To initiate localization, a client N broadcasts a single

hop radio message called chirp allocation vector (CAV). The

CAV is required for wireless (time) synchronization of sender

and receivers, which is indispensable within TDoA systems.

Furthermore, it contains some parameters about N and its US

signal. For now, relevant are the network address of N , the

radio channel to be used for returning information, the desired

QoS level and optionally an estimation for the current distance

h of N to the anchor plane in which all anchors are mounted

when using HashSlot (→ section III and Fig. 2a,c, 8).

Returning the obtained distance, the anchor’s position and

some other information required for location estimation back

to the client N is the last step an anchor node S performs

during a localization process. This is done by sending a one

hop radio packet called distance vector (DV). Of course, the

DV will only be transmitted by those anchors that could

determine a distance to N . Just to get an idea about SNOW

BAT: CAV and DV are equal in size (42 B) and require 1.3 ms
to transmit (receive) at 159 mW (60 mW).

To track a mobile object precisely, a sufficient spatial and

temporal resolution is indispensable. As SNOW BAT already

achieves a high spatial accuracy we will address optimizations

for the temporal resolution which heavily depends on the

number of static and mobile nodes within the system. The

basic difficulty in providing a high localization frequency is

the wireless transmission of information. If radio or ultrasonic

signals interfere, the contained information is lost or corrupted.

However, Fast and assured transmission of synchronizing

CAVs and US chirps with the first attempt is mandatory for

reliable distance measurement. Furthermore, it is likely for

anchors which measured the distance to the same mobile

node that they will try to return their DVs at about the same

time. This evokes the problem just mentioned and may defer

the localization of other mobile nodes due to clear channel

assessments or radio retransmissions.

Hence, the HashSlot method mainly addresses the optimized

transmission of distance vectors from several anchors to one

client (many to one).

III. DEPLOYMENT OF THE SNOW BAT SYSTEM

The deployment of a technical system into an existing

environment should exert as little influence as possible to

it. For SNOW BAT this implies a deliberate number and

placement of static nodes. On the one hand, few anchors mean

low costs, fast deployment, low energy consumption, minor

maintenance effort, reduced environmental pollution due to

radio transmissions, etc. On the other hand, a certain amount

of anchors is required to guarantee an area-wide coverage

with the localization service at sufficient precision and fault-

tolerance.

In fact, the original SNOW BAT system [7] needs no special

alignment of the anchor nodes as long as each one knows

its exact position in world coordinates and it is assured, that

a mobile node can always measure distances to a sufficient

number of static nodes.

However, as we will see later, the HashSlot method requires

the anchors to be roughly aligned along a grid pattern to unfold

its potential. Thus, we initially present an approach to find an

optimal grid with grid constant L (→ Fig. 2b) to guarantee a

sufficient number of distance measurements. All static nodes

will be aligned to this grid and mounted on the same level,

called the anchor plane, within the observed space (e.g. ceiling

or floor). The US receivers/senders should listen/transmit into

the room ideally orthogonal to the anchor plane.

To find an appropriate L, we’ll do some considerations

about the room geometry first (→ Fig. 2a,b). The maximum

supportable room height hsup depends on the US range u and

its beam angle ϕ which are constant with the applied hardware:

hsup = u · cos(ϕ). The least possible distance hmin from a

client to the anchor plane determines the maximum allowed

value of the grid constant L. This is of special importance as

soon as clients might not only move parallel to the anchor

plane (2D) but also orthogonal (3D). The minimal coverage

zone Z of the US signal has a radius rmin = hmin · tan(ϕ).
To guarantee that at least four grid points are within this

(moving) zone, three nodes aligned like A, B and C in Fig. 2b

must be located inside Z. In other words: the coverage zone Z

with radius rmin must be at least as large as the circumcircle

of the triangle ABC. Some simple trigonometric calculations

reveal equation (1) for L:
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√
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Fig. 2. SNOW BAT room geometry and deployment analysis: (a) side view, (b) top view, (c) landing platform

By arranging the anchors as described, it is possible to

localize any mobile object within a distance between hmin

and hmax from the anchor plane. Notice, that fault tolerance

improves with increasing distance from the ceiling as more

anchors will receive a mobile node’s US signal to compute a

distance. Another way to achieve this is placing the anchors

even more densely just where necessary. In case of a landing

platform as illustrated in Fig. 2c, the grid becomes finer to-

wards the central landing point as a function of the helicopter’s

minimal height according to its entry lane.

Now, that L is computable from the application specific

hmin and the hardware specific ϕ, it is also possible to calcu-

late the whole system’s maximum coverage area depending on

the number of anchors. With a given network address width

of awidth bits, 2awidth anchors may be available and w.l.o.g.

a quadratic area with an edge length E = (
√

2awidth − 1) ·L
and a volume V = E2 · (hmax − hmin) can be covered.

As reference, the SNOW BAT hardware specifications are

ϕ = 30◦ and u = 8 m, thus hsup = 6.93 m. For tracking a

vehicle on the plain floor of a hall with hmin = hmax = 3 m
a grid with L ≤ 147 cm would be used. Using awidth =
8 (16) bit a floor area of 486 (140512) m2 might be covered

with the localization service.

IV. DISTANCE VECTOR TRANSMISSION.

The transmission of quite a number of distance vectors (DV)

from anchors to the mobile node after distance measurement is

elementary for a precise and fault tolerant location estimation.

Yet, the required time must be kept short to save energy,

achieve a high localization frequency and to cause little

jamming on the radio channel. There are two main problems

to deal with:

1) Anchors S1 . . . Sm within the US coverage zone Z of

a mobile node will receive its chirp(s) only slightly

deferred in time. Thus m nodes will try to return

their DVs approximately at the same time and have to

coordinate with each other. This might not only consume

a lot of energy and time, but

2) it might also delay or disturb the transmission of other

CAVs, leading to a reduced localization frequency in a

system with several mobile nodes.

We solve problem 2 by reserving a dedicated radio channel

for the DVs of each mobile node. This way, SNOW BAT

requires one (control) channel Cctrl for CAV transmission

and supports an arbitrary number ch ≥ 1 of channels Cret

for returning DVs. These return channels will be assigned

statically if the total number of mobile nodes w ≤ ch. If

w > ch, the return channel must be assigned dynamically for

each localization. Yet, the underlying technique will not be

discussed in this paper. This way, idle anchors will listen for

CAVs on Cctrl and switch to Cret defined in the CAV for re-

turning the DV. With the radio transceiver [12] on the SNOW5

sensor board we have at least 32 fast and software switchable

channels available and modified the original SNOW BAT to

support up to 31 mobile nodes simultaneously with static

channel assignment.

Solving problem 1 is much more challenging and can be

handled by SNOW BAT in two different ways depending on

the alignment of the anchors:

Originally, SNOW BAT used CSMA/CA, which is quite

common in wireless communication and may be used indepen-

dent of the anchor’s alignment. Here, each anchor performs a

time and energy consuming clear channel assessment (CCA)

before sending a DV. In case the channel is occupied, it de-

ferres the transmission attempt by applying a backoff method.

Anyhow, collisions can’t be ruled out completely and would

corrupt at least two DVs each. The novel approach is HashSlot

and will be addressed in the next section.

V. HASHSLOT.

HashSlot is a TDMA (time division multiple access) method

that extends the idea of deploying anchors along a well defined

grid (→ section III). It takes advantage of the locality principle

which is found in various WSN applications: in SNOW BAT,

only anchors within a common US coverage zone will measure

and return distance information to the same client.

The basic idea is to dynamically compute exclusive trans-

mission slots. In contrast to time slot protocols like TRAMA

[13] that use variable schedule negotiation, HashSlot relies on

the anchors’ positions within the grid. Slots are computed by

each anchor autonomously and without interaction or com-

munication with other anchors. As the slot numbers (∈ N0)

specify the sequence in which the transmission will take place,

it is important to pack these numbers very tightly (→ Fig. 1).

Yet, CCA and ACKs can be avoided entirely, resulting in an

extraordinary low time and energy consumption: anchors only

require radio TX (no RX), clients only require radio RX (no

TX) for DV transmission.



Fig. 3. Calculation of various values for return slot generation

Fig. 4. Usage of the adaptive grid module Γad
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We will show how to compute unique and tightly packed

slot numbers within a US coverage zone Z and how QoS be-

comes an additional advantage with respect to environmental

conditions. Further considerations will allow the calculation

of network load, time and energy requirements. We will refer

to Fig. 3 to 6 for visualization.

In (1) we calculated the grid constant L depending on

hmin for the optimum alignment of the anchor nodes. This

way, the circular US coverage zone Z with radius rmin

always includes a minimum of four anchors. It is obvi-

ous, that a minimum square Q around Z always includes

4 ≤ G ≤
(⌊

2 · rmax

L

⌋
+ 1

)2
nodes aligned in 2 ≤ g ≤

(⌊
2 · rmax

L

⌋
+ 1

)
= Γ rows and just as many columns (→ Fig.

6a). We will call Γ = gmax the standard grid module and ini-

tially reserve n return slots for anchors/DVs per localization:

n = nmax = g2
max = Γ2 =

(⌊
2 · rmax

L

⌋

+ 1

)2

(2)

Thus, Γ
(1)

≥ 3 and Γ ·L > 2 · rmax always holds and even

the largest Z possible will always fit into a square of n =
Γ×Γ anchors. See the example in Fig. 6a for Γ = 6, n = 36.
The assignment of the n return slots to the anchors depends

on their (geometric) grid position and additional factors like

the QoS level which will be addressed later. An anchor S at

absolute world coordinates PS(x|y|z) on the anchor plane (z

is common for all anchors) resides within the grid in column

Cx and row Cy (→ Fig. 3):

Cx =

⌊

x + L
2

L

⌋

Cy =

⌊

y + L
2

L

⌋

(3)

Thus, each node may be placed almost ±L
2
in x and y

direction around its exact grid point to ease deployment. As

we have seen above, anchors from at most Γ columns and

rows will return their DVs to a common mobile node. This

way, we can compute hash values from Cx and Cy by using

the standard grid module:

Hx = Cx mod Γ Hy = Cy mod Γ (4)

The last step is to assign an exclusive return slot BS to the

anchor S (→ Fig. 3 and 6a for examples on Hx/y and BS):

BS = Hy ·Γ + Hx (∈ [0 . . . nmax − 1]) (5)

This guarantees, that any two different anchors S, S′ with

BS = BS′ may never be located within the same Z indepen-

dent from the zone’s overlay position within the anchor grid.

Thus, wherever a mobile node localizes itself, no two or more

anchors will use the same return slot for their DVs. According

to Fig. 1, the maximum time required for transferring all DVs

to the mobile node will be reserved and is

tnmax
= nmax · tSLOT . (6)

Yet, there remain some problems to address: as long as the

mobile nodes move only parallel to the anchor plane (hmax =

hmin, rmax = rmin), L and thus n would be chosen perfectly

by (2). But as soon as hmax > hmin (3D operation) we have

to distinguish two cases:

1) A mobile node far away from the anchor plane may

indeed receive almost nmax DVs but in some cases this

might be much more than required even for fault tolerant

location estimation (→ Fig. 6a, large circle).

2) A mobile node close to the anchor plane still receives

a sufficient number of DVs (L was chosen accordingly)

but only nmin =
(⌊

2 · rmin

L

⌋
+ 1

)2 ≤ nmax return slots

may finally be used (→ Fig. 6a, small circle).

Consequently this means a waste of time and radio RX

power in both cases, in 1 even radio TX power is wasted.

This is where QoS may be used to find a trade off between

time/power consumption and the number of returned DVs for

case 1. Case 2 can under certain circumstances be solved by

the temporary calculation of the adaptive grid module Γad at

runtime. Remind, that optimizations must always deal with

L, which was fixed during deployment and can’t be changed

anymore.

1) Quality of Service (QoS): This technique allows a client

to dynamically select a subset of anchors within its US

coverage zone for localization. Therefore, it broadcasts the

desired QoS level q along with the CAV. q is a tuple (qx, qy) of
natural numbers with qx, qy ∈ [1 . . . Γ] and defines the number
of desired DVs per dimension x, y of the anchor plane. The

total number of requested DVs for q is nq with

1 ≤ nq = qx · qy ≤ n = nmax (7)

and equals the number of reserved return slots (→ Fig. 3,

6b,c). Thus, 1 (Γ) is the minimum (maximum) QoS level per

dimension. Remind that, according to section III, selecting

qx, qy < 3 might result in less than 4 DVs for position

estimation depending on the overlay position of Z. The

required time to transmit the DVs computes analog to (6) as

tnq
= nq · tSLOT ≤ tnmax

.

Since QoS limits the number of used anchors and return slots

to nq , these slots can be rearranged more tightly over time by

recalculating new hash values depending on q:

H ′
x =

⌊
Hx · qx

Γ

⌋

H ′
y =

⌊
Hy · qy

Γ

⌋

Again, the final step is to reassign the nq return slots to the

anchors. Therefore, it is required to properly select the nodes

that may return their DVs to avoid radio collisions. A node

may only return a DV if

w := ∀v∈{x,y} ((Hv · qv) mod Γ < qv)

holds. This selects a uniform subgrid and the corresponding

slot B′
S for an anchor S will be computed as follows:

B′
S =

{

H ′
y · qx + H ′

x if w = true

none otherwise
(∈ [0 . . . nq − 1])



An example for various QoS levels is given in Fig. 3. Remains

the question, which QoS level qopt is optimal. We’ll give a

solution for qopt,x = qopt,y if the distance hl from the mobile

object to the anchor plane (or at least a lower bound for it) is

known (→ Fig. 7, 8). This might be true for objects that move

only parallel to the anchor plane or can estimate hl from prior

localizations. With

rh,l = hl · tan(ϕ) ( ≥ rmin)

Lopt
(1)
=

1.2 · rh,l√
2

( ≥ L, fixed!)

Γopt
(2)
=

⌊
2 · rh,l

Lopt

⌋

+ 1 = 3 ( ≤ Γ)

we can easily calculate

qopt,x = qopt,y =

⌈
L ·Γ
Lopt

⌉

=

⌈
rmin

rh,l
·Γ

⌉

(≤ Γ). (8)

In case rh,l = rmin this selects the maximum QoS level

qopt = (Γ,Γ). In case rh,l = rmax

qopt,x/y
(8)
=

⌈
rmin

rmax
·Γ

⌉
(2)
=

⌈
rmin

rmax
·
(⌊

2 · rmax

L

⌋

+ 1

)⌉

≥
⌈

rmin

rmax
· 2 · rmax

L

⌉
(1)
=

⌈

2 ·
√

2

1.2

⌉

= 3.

Therefore it is proven, that qopt,x/y ∈ [3 . . . Γ] and qopt is a

valid and useful QoS level as 9 ≤ qopt,x · qopt,y = nq ≤ nmax

and at least 4 DVs are always available (tqopt
= nq · tSLOT ).

The large US coverage zone Z in Fig. 6b gives an example.

2) Adaptive grid module (AGM): Fig. 6b/c show, that low

QoS levels are not practical for small US coverage zones as

too few DVs might be returned compared to the reserved slots.

We now show how to obtain sufficient DVs in a short time

despite of a ”small” Z and a ”large” Γ (→ Fig. 4). Again, it

is required that the mobile node knows its distance hu from

the anchor plane or at least an upper bound for it (→ Fig. 8).

In this case, the mobile node broadcasts hu along with

the CAV and allows the anchors to compute an adaptive grid

module Γad for this single localization. Obtaining Γad, BS,ad

and tad works analogous to before:

rh,u = hu · tan(ϕ) ( ≤ rmax)

nh,u
(2)
= Γ2

ad =

(⌊
2 · rh,u

L

⌋

+ 1

)2

( ≤ nmax) (9)

Hx/y,ad
(4)
= Cx/y mod Γad ( ≤ Hx/y)

BS,ad
(5)
= Hy,ad ·Γad + Hx,ad ( ≤ BS) (10)

tad
(6)
= nh,u · tSLOT ( ≤ tnmax

)

0 1 2 0
L·Ã

L ·Ãoptopt

0 1 2 0

Hx

Hopt,x

...

Fig. 7. Calculation of an optimal QoS level

Fig. 8. Estimating h ∈ [hl, hu]

The small Z in Fig. 4 shows, that an adaptive grid module

grants extremely tight packing of retun slots. In contrast, the

large Z shows, that overestimating hu (the mobile node is farer

away from the anchor plane than expected) will result in a Γad

which is too small for the US coverage zone. In consequence,

return slots will collide and valuable information is lost.

3) Combining QoS with AGM: This mixture reveals the

most effective method for adapting to a mobile nodes’s current

distance h. If an upper and lower bound for h = [hl, hu] with
hmin ≤ hl ≤ hu ≤ hmax can be estimated (→ Fig. 8), it

is possible to compute Γad from hu via (9) and qopt from hl

and Γad via (8). We will see, that the result becomes better the

smaller ∆h = (hu − hl) is. The idea is similar to modifying

hmin and hmax for obtaining a new L and Γ. As these values
are fixed since deployment of the anchors, the combination

of Γad and qopt finds the optimal solution for the number of

return slots nh with respect to L and the uncertainity ∆h of

h:

nh
(7)
= qopt,x · qopt,y th

(6)
= nh · tSLOT

It is interesting to notice, that computing qopt from Γad reaches

its maximum value qopt,max at h = [hmin, hmin + ∆h] for a
given uncertainity ∆h. Unlike Γ and n in (2), the value of

qopt,max is independent from hmax and rmax respectively:

qopt,x/y
(8)
=











hmin

hl
·
(⌊

2 ·
√

2

1.2
· hu

hmin

⌋

+ 1

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Γad











≤ qopt,max,x/y =

⌊

2 ·
√

2

1.2
· hmin + ∆h

hmin

⌋

+ 1 (11)

This way, QoS plus AGM always delivers a computable

maximum number of required return slots with nh,max
(11)∝

(hmin + ∆h)2 (→ Fig. 5). Without optimizations, n
(2)∝ h2

max.

Fig. 9 shows a concrete example for the number of return slots

with respect to different optimizations and ranges of h.

4) Application of the HashSlot method: On power up of the

localization system, each anchor S computes its individual val-

ues for Cx, Cy,Hx,Hy and BS from its known absolute world

position (→ (3) et seqq.). L and Γ may either be recalculated

from room geometry or programmed during deployment.

If a mobile node wants to localize itself, it estimates its

current distcance h or simply uses hl = hmin and hu = hmax.
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If QoS or AGM is desired, the client respectively the anchors

calculate the corresponding values for Γad via (9) and qopt via

(8). Finally, the static nodes compute their individual collision

free return slots as described above to transmit their DVs.

A closer look to the equations given within this section

shows, that basic integer arithmetic operations are sufficient

for all computations (L is given rounded off to mm). This

allows a very efficient implementation even on small MCUs

without floating point unit like the MSP430 on the SNOW5

sensor node.

The HashSlot method is not limited to circular zones Z of

replying nodes – indeed any shape for Z is supported. Yet,

Γ and L must be calculated to guarantee that a square Q

with edge length Γ ·L always covers Z independent from Z’s

rotation in the anchor plane (→ Fig. 10). Only this allows

the computation of collision free return slots. The optimal Q

is the smallest square around the smallest circumcircle C of

Z. Thus, the calculations mentioned above must be applied

to rmax and rmin of C instead of Z. If the orientation of

Z in the anchor plane is fixed, even the smallest rectangle R

around Z is sufficient. However, the HashSlot method must be

modified to support individual Γx and Γy for each dimension

of the anchor plane.

Since the HashSlot method always reserves qx · qy return

slots within the square Q it operates the more efficient the

better Z covers Q as nodes within the area Q\Z won’t return

radio packets and their reserved time is wasted. Thus, for a

non-rotating Z, any rectangular shape is optimal. For rotating

shapes of Z, circles are optimal as the circumcircle of Z is Z

itself and Q is the minimal square around Z. Obviously, the

SNOW BAT localization system uses the HashSlot method in

the most effective way possible as the (mobile) US transmitters

may rotate parallel to the anchor plane and produce an almost

circular US coverage zone Z.

5) Performance of HashSlot: Finally, we’ll give a short per-

formance overview of the HashSlot method based on empirical

tests. Fig. 11a-c shows the average usage of return slots with

respect to several QoS levels q and radii r of a circular Z.

As Z moves freely over the anchor plane, it covers a different

number of nodes depending on its position. Calculating the

maximum / minimum number of lattice points within a circle

is a hard problem in mathematics (circle problem [14], [15]).

Thus, we obtained these numbers by (brute force) simulation.

G(r)min/max shows the minimum / maximum number of

nodes within Z. J(r)min/max describes the percentage of

unused return slots. P (G(r)min > 4) is the probability that

Z covers at least four anchors. It becomes obvious how r

and q are correlated and determine precision and speed of

the overall system. Fig. 11d shows the percentage of nodes

within coverage areas – and thus used return slots – for various

properties of Z and values of q.

Regarding the power consumption of the SNOW BAT hard-

ware, the total amount of required energy for transmitting all

DVs is: G(r) · 159 mW · 1.3 ms for all anchors together (TX),
and n · 60 mW · 1.3 ms for the client (RX).

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented the HashSlot method for opti-

mizing radio communication within localization systems due

to self-organizing anchors. We described how the geometry

of the observed space defines an optimal anchor grid and

extended this approach by developing an efficient communi-

cation protocol based on this alignment. We showed, that the

HashSlot method allows collision free transmission of one hop

radio packets from several sources to a common destination

within a predictable time without prior active coordination of

nodes. Time and energy efficiency was achieved by dynamic

calculation of transmission slots (TDMA) which were proven

to never interfere with each other. Additional features like QoS

and AGM refine the approach and allow an optimal adaption

to given environmental conditions.

Future work aims on adding adaptive fault tolerance by

automatic compensation of defective nodes using of QoS and

AGM. Furthermore we are currently extending our real world

testbed to comprise 70 anchors in a hall of 15 × 10 × 4 m.

This will allow us to compare theoretical calculations with

a larger number of practical results regarding transmission

Q
C

Z

a)

Z

R
b)

Fig. 10. Support for arbitrary shapes of Z: a) rotating b) non-rotating
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Fig. 11. Usage of return slots with respect to different QoS levels q and overlay position of Z over the anchor grid.

efficiency (compared to e.g. CSMA), multi-node localization,

service coverage, energy consumption and fault tolerance.
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